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Successful completion of brine pumping trials
Trigg Mining takes another significant step forward in the development of the Lake Throssell
Project. Brine pumping trials from test trenches has demonstrated the abstraction potential of
the lake surface aquifer, paving the way for estimation of an Indicated Mineral Resource

Lake Throssell Sulphate of Potash Project – brine field trial highlights


After releasing the maiden Inferred Mineral Resource of 14.2Mt of drainable Sulphate of Potash (SOP)
at 4,638mg/L potassium (K) (or 10.34kg/m3 K2SO4), Trigg has completed brine pump testing to
estimate the aquifer properties of the lake surface aquifer.



Brine extraction from trial trenches and test pits has revealed the properties of the upper aquifer to
support the modelling required to upgrade the Mineral Resource.



Test pumping results show a highly heterogenous lake system with specific yield ranging from 0.1 to
0.4 and hydraulic conductivity from 0.1m/d to 340m/d. The high numbers correlate with gypsum
dominated zones and the low numbers correspond with clay dominated areas.



Brine analysis results ranged from 4,610mg/L potassium (10.28kg/m3 of equivalent SOP) to
6,070mg/L potassium (13.54kg/m3 of equivalent SOP), which is aligned with the current Inferred
Mineral Resource.



Surficial aquifer Resource modelling has commenced to allow a maiden JORC Indicated Mineral
Resource Estimate to be completed, which is expected to be completed during the quarter. This will
underpin the recently commenced economic Scoping Study.

Trigg Mining Limited (ASX: TMG) (Trigg or the Company) is pleased to advise that it has taken further
important steps towards progressing its highly prospective 100%-owned Lake Throssell Sulphate of
Potash (SOP) Project, located east of Laverton in Western Australia, following the completion of a
highly successful lake trenching and test pumping program
The program has been completed with the aim of estimating the aquifer properties, including
drainable porosity (specific yield) and hydraulic conductivity, for the upper section of the lake surface
aquifer. This aquifer would be the target for initial production from a trench network. The trenching
program has covered the surficial aquifer extent within the core tenement E38/3065 (Figure 1).
Trigg Mining’s Managing Director, Keren Paterson, was on site during the program, with the following
video summarising her in-field observations, https://youtu.be/x8rJXW4_ccc.
Trigg Mining Managing Director Keren Paterson said: “This is a another significant and encouraging
milestone that provides further evidence that we have a very large and potentially company-making
asset at Lake Throssell. The lake trenching and test pumping program has delivered highly encouraging
results, providing invaluable data on the key characteristics of the surficial aquifer.
“Work is now underway on a maiden Indicated Resource, which represents a critical input to our
ongoing Scoping Study work.”

Level 1, Office E, 1139 Hay Street, West Perth, Western Australia 6005
TRIGGMINING.COM.AU (08) 6114 5685 info@triggmining.com.au

Figure 1: Lake Throssell SOP Project on lake trenching program locations

The program consisted of two trial trenches and seven test pits distributed across the current
resource. The trenches were 100m long and were surrounded on all sides by a number of monitoring
pits.
The trial trenches were pumped until water levels in the majority of monitoring pits had stabilised –
which was between 10 and 11 days in both cases. Test pits consisted of a small pumping trench
between 6 and 9m long with an adjacent monitoring pit. Test pits were de-watered and the brine
level draw-down and recovery rates were monitored.
Throughout all testing brine levels, flow rate and brine quality were frequently monitored. Trenching
was completed with a 15-tonne amphibious excavator that was able to excavate to depths of between
3m and 4.5m.
Trench locations and dimensions are presented in Figure 1 and Table 1. An example of the 100m long
trial trench and monitoring pit network is shown in Figure 2. A test pit excavation is shown in Figure
3, with layering evident close to surface and becoming more clayey with depth.
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Figure 2: Trial Trench one with surrounding monitoring pits

Figure 3: Test pumping of a Test Pit Excavation
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The geology observed in the excavations was consistent with that previously logged during the
resource drilling programs targeting the lake surface.
The lake surface to 2m below the ground level is more heavily dominated by gypsum, with clayey
horizons dominant to the base of the excavation, intermixed with silty zones. The large excavation
provided an opportunity to see the layered nature of the system, the brine inflow horizons associated
with gypsum dominated layers and the geotechnical stability of the walls.
The test pumping data has been analysed using local scale numerical models in groundwater
modelling software FEFLOW. The models were calibrated to the brine level draw-down and recovery
by changing the hydraulic conductivity (horizontal and vertical) and specific yield of the aquifer to
obtain an acceptable fit between the measured data and the simulation.
The final aquifer property results are highly variable, confirming the highly heterogenous nature of
the lake surface aquifer. Specific yield results varied between 0.01 (stiff clay) and 0.4 (the maximum
possible related to gypsum evaporite sequences).
Horizontal hydraulic conductivity ranged between 0.2m/d (stiff clay) and 340m/d (gypsum dominated
flow). These results will be used to upgrade the lake surface brine Resource and inform the Scoping
Study of potential trench production rates, following further modelling.
The trench pumping results are presented in detail in Table 1.
Table 1: Trench Locations and Pumping Results
ID

LTTT01
LTTT02

Type

Trial
Trench
Trial
Trench

Easting

Northing

Length
(m)

Depth
(m)

Max
Drawdown
(m)

Pumping
Duration

Average
Pumping
Rate
(L/s)

Horizontal
Hydraulic
Conductivi
ty (m/d)

Vertical
Hydraulic
Conductivi
ty (m/d)

Specific
Yield
(-)

623935

6955953

100

4.5

1.9

10 Days

1.0

1.5

0.2

0.40

621117

6948873

100

4.5

2.6

11 Days

1.2

0.5

0.1

0.40

LTTP01

Test Pit

619044

6956671

6.5

3.7

2.4

2 Hours

1.2

0.2

0.02

0.01

LTTP02

Test Pit

625277

6956289

8.3

3

1.9

3 Hours

2.1

0.8

0.1

0.02

LTTP03

Test Pit

617157

6949545

6.3

4

2.8

2.5 Hours

1.4

0.6

0.1

0.01

LTTP04

Test Pit

620646

6953250

8.6

3

1.9

1.5 Hours

1.7

1.9

1.9

0.05

LTTP05

Test Pit

610629

6950730

9.0

3

0.1

2 Hours

4.2

340

340

0.40

LTTP06

Test Pit

618148

6944582

6.3

3.8

1.6

4 Hours

2.6

32

3.2

0.10

LTTP07

Test Pit

613967

6944956

7.2

3.8

1.8

2.5 Hours

1.9

0.9

0.1

0.15

Brine samples were obtained at the start and end of pumping of the test pits, while the trial trenches
were sampled every day for field parameters of salinity, SG and pH, with samples retained for
laboratory analysis on every second day.
The brine analysis results range between 4,610mg/L potassium (10.28kg/m 3 of equivalent SOP) and
6,070mg/L potassium (13.54kg/m3 of equivalent SOP). These results align well with the Inferred
Resource grade of the lake surface of 4,867 mg/L potassium (10.85 kg/m3 of equivalent SOP).
Brine grade variations during pumping show a muted varied response with most test pits moderately
reducing in grade by less than 3%, while the grade increased by up to 10% at LTTT01.
The full brine analysis results are provided in Appendix 1.
Following the completion of the on lake trenching program, updated Mineral Resource modelling and
Mineral Resource estimation work has commenced to calculate a JORC Indicated Mineral Resource
Estimate for the surficial aquifer, which is expected to be completed before the end of this quarter.
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This program will also allow preliminary sizing of the trench network required to support the Scoping
Study SOP production during initial years of the project.
This announcement was authorised to be given to ASX by the Board of Directors of Trigg Mining
Limited.

Keren Paterson
Managing Director & CEO
Trigg Mining Limited
For more information please contact:
Keren Paterson
Managing Director

Nicholas Read
Investor and Media Relations

Trigg Mining Limited
(08) 6114 5685
info@triggmining.com.au

Read Corporate
(08) 9388 1474
nicholas@readcorporate.com.au

Competent Person Statement
The information in this announcement that relates to the exploration results is based upon information compiled
by Mr Adam Lloyd, who is employed by Aquifer Resources Pty Ltd, an independent consulting company. Mr
Lloyd is a Member of the Australian Institute of Geoscientists and has sufficient experience relevant to the style
of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and the activity to which is being undertaking to
qualify as a Competent Person for reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves as
defined in the 2012 edition of the “Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources
and Ore Reserves”. Mr Lloyd consents to the inclusion in the announcement of the matters based upon the
information in the form and context in which it appears.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Assay results from trench pumping samples
SOP
Ca
K
Na
Mg
equiv.#
(mg/L)
(mg/L)
(mg/L)
(mg/L)
3
(kg/m )

SO4
(mg/L)

TDS
(mg/L)

6730

20700

235100

6500

20200

227500

85800

9260

19500

304700

11.89

89000

9120

19600

309900

5060

11.28

78100

6440

17000

251300

736

5030

11.22

78300

6430

17300

243600

582

4850

10.82

79900

7520

21300

265300

LTTP04

586

4860

10.84

81300

7560

21300

269800

2/06/2021

LTTP05

605

6070

13.54

77700

7010

24000

248100

2/06/2021

LTTP05

611

5870

13.09

75400

6900

23900

238000

27/05/2021

LTTP06

606

5130

11.44

87500

7550

19700

278450

27/05/2021

LTTP06

632

4970

11.08

83200

7180

18900

267300

28/05/2021

LTTP07

585

5140

11.46

80000

6930

21700

265850

28/05/2021

LTTP07

613

5070

11.31

82400

6770

20500

257300

15/05/2021

LTTT01

483

5050

11.26

76800

8600

21100

297250

17/05/2021

LTTT01

500

5660

12.62

85000

9460

23600

372100

20/05/2021

LTTT01

491

5730

12.78

83300

9560

24600

319900

23/05/2021

LTTT01

477

5610

12.51

82700

9370

23900

346350

25/05/2021

LTTT01

488

5700

12.71

82900

9410

24200

292150

21/05/2021

LTTT02

612

4920

10.97

82000

7610

19400

275100

24/05/2021

LTTT02

606

4920

10.97

82200

7670

19400

275100

27/05/2021

LTTT02

571

4610

10.28

80100

7240

18600

276800

30/05/2021

LTTT02

608

4970

11.08

86100

7630

19400

270400

31/05/2021

LTTT02

597

4930

10.99

83600

7620

18300

269200

Date

Trench ID

30/05/2021

LTTP01

696

5050

11.26

69600

30/05/2021

LTTP01

681

4920

10.97

71700

16/05/2021

LTTP02

516

5400

12.04

16/05/2021

LTTP02

514

5330

29/05/2021

LTTP03

717

29/05/2021

LTTP03

17/05/2021

LTTP04

17/05/2021
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Appendix - JORC Tables
Appendix 2: JORC Table
Section 1: Sampling Techniques and Data
Criteria
Sampling
techniques

Drilling
techniques

Drill sample
recovery

Geologic
Logging

Subsampling
techniques and
sample
preparation

JORC Code explanation

Commentary

 Nature and quality of sampling (eg cut
channels, random chips, or specific specialised
industry standard measurement tools
appropriate to the minerals under investigation,
such as down hole gamma sondes, or handheld
XRF instruments, etc). These examples should
not be taken as limiting the broad meaning of
sampling.
 Include reference to measures taken to ensure
sample representivity and the appropriate
calibration of any measurement tools or
systems used.
 Aspects of the determination of mineralisation
that are Material to the Public Report.
 In cases where ‘industry standard’ work has
been done this would be relatively simple (eg
‘reverse circulation drilling was used to obtain 1
m samples from which 3 kg was pulverised to
produce a 30 g charge for fire assay’). In other
cases more explanation may be required, such
as where there is coarse gold that has inherent
sampling problems. Unusual commodities or
mineralisation types (eg submarine nodules)
may warrant disclosure of detailed information.
 Drill type (e.g. core, reverse circulation, openhole hammer, rotary air blast, auger, Bangka,
sonic, etc) and details (e.g. core diameter, triple
or standard tube, depth of diamond tails, facesampling bit or other type, whether core is
oriented and if so, by what method, etc).
 Method of recording and assessing core and
chip sample recoveries and results assessed.
 Measures taken to maximise sample recovery
and ensure representative nature of the
samples.
 Whether a relationship exists between sample
recovery and grade and whether sample bias
may have occurred due to preferential loss/gain
of fine/coarse material.
 Whether core and chip samples have been
geologically and geotechnically logged to a level
of detail to support appropriate Mineral
Resource estimation, mining studies and
metallurgical studies.
 Whether logging is qualitative or quantitative in
nature. Core (or costean, channel, etc.)
photography.
 The total length and percentage of the relevant
intersections logged.
 If core, whether cut or sawn and whether
quarter, half or all core taken.
 If non-core, whether riffled, tube sampled,
rotary split, etc and whether sampled wet or
dry.

 Brine samples were collected from a
sample tap on the discharge line down
gradient of the pump
 Field analysis of Salinity, pH and SG were
completed daily.
 A calibrated mechanical flow meter was
used to measure average flow rates, these
measurements were validated with
bucket and stopwatch estimates.

 Trenches were excavated with a 15-tonne
amphibious excavator to as deep as
possible with the plant.
 Shallower excavations generally being
limited by denser geology.
 Not applicable

 All excavation faces were visually logged
qualitatively by a qualified geologist.
 A tape measure was used to confirm
dimensions of the excavations and
distances between test pits and
monitoring pits.

 Brine samples were collected at the start
and end of pumping as a minium at all
test pits.
 Trial trenches were sampled daily for field
parameters (pH, Salinity, and SG) and
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Section 1: Sampling Techniques and Data
Criteria

Quality of assay
data and
laboratory tests

Verification of
sampling and
assaying

Location of data
points

Data spacing
and distribution

Orientation of
data in relation
to geological
structure

JORC Code explanation
 For all sample types, the nature, quality and
appropriateness of the sample preparation
technique.
 Quality control procedures adopted for all subsampling stages to maximise representivity of
samples.
 Measures taken to ensure that the sampling is
representative of the in situ material collected,
including for instance results for field duplicate/
second-half sampling.
 Whether sample sizes are appropriate to the
grain size of the material being sampled.
 The nature, quality and appropriateness of the
assaying and laboratory procedures used and
whether the technique is considered partial or
total.
 For geophysical tools, spectrometers, handheld
XRF instruments, etc, the parameters used in
determining the analysis including instrument
make and model, reading times, calibrations
factors applied and their derivation, etc.
 Nature of quality control procedures adopted
(e.g. standards, blanks, duplicates, external
laboratory checks) and whether acceptable
levels of accuracy (i.e. lack of bias) and precision
have been established.
 The verification of significant intersections by
either independent or alternative company
personnel.
 The use of twinned holes.
 Documentation of primary data, data entry
procedures, data verification, data storage
(physical and electronic) protocols.
 Discuss any adjustment to assay data.
 Accuracy and quality of surveys used to locate
drill holes (collar and down-hole surveys),
trenches, mine workings and other locations
used in Mineral Resource estimation.
 Specification of the grid system used.
 Quality and adequacy of topographic control.
 Data spacing for reporting of Exploration
Results.
 Whether the data spacing and distribution is
sufficient to establish the degree of geological
and grade continuity appropriate for the
Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve estimation
procedure(s) and classifications applied.
 Whether sample compositing has been applied.
 Whether the orientation of sampling achieves
unbiased sampling of possible structures and
the extent to which this is known, considering
the deposit type.
 If the relationship between the drilling
orientation and the orientation of key
mineralised structures is considered to have
introduced a sampling bias, this should be
assessed and reported if material.

Commentary
approximately every second day for
laboratory submitted samples.
 Brine samples were collected in clean
rinsed bottles and sealed.
 Duplcate samples were taken at
approximatly 1 in 10 intervals
 Bulk samples were obtained for process
test work.

 All samples were submitted to Bureau
Veritas Pty Ltd in Perth for analysis.
 Brine samples (250ml bottles) have been
submitted for determination of Ca, Mg, K
and S (as SO4) via ICP-AES analysis.
 Other parameters including TDS
(Gravimetric), pH, chloride and SG will
also be determined.
 Approximatly 1 in 10 lab repeates were
completed

 Duplicates and lab repeates have been
reviewed and all primary samples remain
unchanged.
 All sample and field measurements have
been kept in a database.

 Hole location coordinates obtained by
handheld GPS.
 The grid system used was MGA94, Zone
51.

 At Lake Throssell drilling completed todate has resulted in nominal drill hole
spacing of between 300-500m along drill
transects and between 3-5km along
strike.
 Data gathered and drill spacing is sufficent
for the Mieral Resource. No Ore Reserves
have been estimated.
 trench excavations have provided the best
possible mode of logging the lake surface
sediments. Pumping data gathered has
demonstrated that the bulk aquifer
properties of the sequence can yield
brine.
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Section 1: Sampling Techniques and Data
Criteria
Sample security

JORC Code explanation
 The measures taken to ensure sample security.

Audits or
reviews

The results of any audits or reviews of sampling
techniques and data.

Commentary
 Samples collected during the work
programs were delivered directly from
site to the laboratory by field personnel.
 None.

Section 2: Reporting of Exploration Results
Criteria
Mineral tenement
and land tenure
status

JORC Code explanation

Commentary

 Type, reference name/number, location and
ownership including agreements or material
issues with third parties such as joint ventures,
partnerships, overriding royalties, native title
interests, historical sites, wilderness or
national park and environmental settings.
 The security of the tenure held at the time of
reporting along with any known impediments
to obtaining a licence to operate in the area.

 EL380/3065 is 100% owned by Trigg
Mining’s 100% owned subsidiary K2O
Minerals Pty Ltd.
 E38/3544, E38/3483, E38/3458 and
E38/3537 have been applied for by K2O
Minerals Pty Ltd, a 100% owned
subsidary of Trigg Mining Limited, and
are pending.
 Trigg Mining has an Exploration Access
Agreement with the Ngaanyatjarra,
traditional owners of the Lake Throssell
area.
 No previous drilling has been completed
on Lake Throssell.

Exploration done
by other parties

 Acknowledgment and appraisal of exploration
by other parties.

Geology

 Deposit type, geological setting and style of
mineralisation.

Drill hole
Information

 A summary of all information material to the
understanding of the exploration results
including a tabulation of the following
information for all Material drill holes:
 easting and northing of the drill hole collar;
 elevation or RL (Reduced Level – elevation
above sea level in metres) of the drill hole
collar;
 dip and azimuth of the hole;
 downhole length and interception depth; and
 hole length.
If the exclusion of this information is justified on
the basis that the information is not Material and
this exclusion does not detract from the
understanding of the report, the Competent
Person should clearly explain why this is the case.

 Shallow unconfined surficial lake playa
and deep confined palaeo-drainage
system.
 The deposit is a brine containing
potassium and sulphate ions that could
form a potassium sulphate salt. The brine
is contained within saturated sediments.
 Information has been included in the
Report
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Section 2: Reporting of Exploration Results
Criteria
Data aggregation
methods

Relationship
between
mineralisation
widths and
intercept lengths

Diagrams

Balanced reporting

Other substantive
exploration data

Further work

JORC Code explanation

Commentary

 In reporting Exploration Results, weighting
averaging techniques, maximum and/or
minimum grade truncations (e.g. cutting of
high grades) and cut-off grades are usually
Material and should be stated.
 Where aggregate intercepts incorporate short
lengths of high-grade results and longer
lengths of low-grade results, the procedure
used for such aggregation should be stated
and some typical examples of such
aggregations should be shown in detail.
 The assumptions used for any reporting of
metal equivalent values should be clearly
stated.
 These relationships are particularly important
in the reporting of Exploration Results.
 If the geometry of the mineralisation with
respect to the drill hole angle is known, its
nature should be reported.
 If it is not known and only the down hole
lengths are reported, there should be a clear
statement to this effect (e.g. ‘downhole
length, true width not known’).
 Appropriate maps and sections (with scales)
and tabulations of intercepts should be
included for any significant discovery being
reported. These should include, but not be
limited to a plan view of drill hole collar
locations and appropriate sectional views.
 Where comprehensive reporting of all
Exploration Results is not practicable,
representative reporting of both low and high
grades and/or widths should be practiced to
avoid misleading reporting of Exploration
Results.
 Other exploration data, if meaningful and
material, should be reported including (but not
limited to): geological observations;
geophysical survey results; geochemical survey
results; bulk samples – size and method of
treatment; metallurgical test results; bulk
density, groundwater, geotechnical and rock
characteristics; potential deleterious or
contaminating substances.
 The nature and scale of planned further work
(e.g. tests for lateral extensions or depth
extensions or large-scale step-out drilling).
 Diagrams clearly highlighting the areas of
possible extensions, including the main
geological interpretations and future drilling
areas, provided this information is not
commercially sensitive.

 No cut offs have been applied.
 Hydraulic conductivity and specific yield
are estimated as bulk parameters for the
depth of the excavation. Discrete
intervals were assessed but were
discarded as these presented a poor fit of
the data.

 The mineralisation appears to be
continuous in the vicinity of the lake.
Grade change laterally away from the
lake has not been confirmed.

 Refer to figures/tables in this
announcement.

 All pertinent results have been reported.

 All exploration results are presented in
the report.
 Bulk brine samples have been collected
to commence process test work.

 Lake surface trench modelling to
estimate abstraction rate of the surficial
aquifer;
 Lake surface recharge studies;
 Installation of test production bores and
hydraulic testing of the deep aquifer
targets to determine aquifer properties,
brine grade and allow estimates of
sustainable pumping rates from
production bores.
 Additional exploration on tenements as
they become granted.
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Section 2: Reporting of Exploration Results
Criteria

JORC Code explanation

Commentary
 Geological and Resource modelling to
potentially upgrade to Indicated Mineral
Resources on the lake surface.
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